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A short history of the universe
Cosmology Timeline: Ancient Greek, Vedic & Islamic to Big Bang Theory 
http://www.spaceandmotion.com/cosmology-history-astronomy-universe-space.htm

• The universe has always existed - Static / Steady State Model
• The universe is expanding and contracting - Cyclical / Oscillating Model
• The universe had a beginning - Bible (Torah- Moses) - later Big Bang / Inflationary Model
• The universe is just one of many - Multiverse  Model  (Seeks to deal with fine tuning - design) 

“our organized universe is just one temporary episode”
Abrahamic Universe - Several medieval Christian, Muslim and Jewish scholars put forward the idea of a universe 
which was finite in time, 6th to 11th century. Georges Lemaître in 1927, a Catholic priest proposes that the universe 
had a beginning - “big Bang” 1950- from Fred Hoyle. Later corroborated by Einstein, Hubble, Friedmann, Guth, etc.  

COSMOLOGICAL THEORIES THROUGH HISTORY
https://www.physicsoftheuniverse.com/cosmological.html

Supernatural (non 
scientifically confirmed) 
beliefs in the Big Bang 
Model

• The Universe came from 
“nothing”, aka squished matter, 
a quantum field, etc.

• Multiverses answer the “fine 
tuning argument”

• Stellar evolution of planets, 
stars, and elements has not 
been observed and deifies laws 
of physics

• Dark matter and dark energy 
have been constructed to patch 
up problem in Big bang theory

Alternate universe formation theories within 
Supernatural Creation

Time Dilation theory by Dr. Russell Humphreys
New creation cosmology - creation.com
https://creation.com/new-creation-cosmology

Plasma Theory or the Electric Universe and Setterfield’s plasma theory.

https://searchcreation.org/
Search:      cosmology    Big Bang    

Universe by Design: Creation-Based Cosmologies 
https://answersingenesis.org/.../cosmology/creation-based-cosmologies/

Creation and Cosmology | Answers in Genesis
https://answersingenesis.org/media/video/.../creation-cosmology/

Galactocentric cosmology - creation.com
https://creation.com/galactocentric-cosmology

A new cosmology: solution to the starlight travel time problem ...
https://creation.com/a-new-cosmology-solution-to-the-starlight-travel-time- 
problem

Astronomer Dr. Danny Faulkner: 
Creation and Cosmology
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UtryFc3VRwI



CREATION
Days 1-4
https://creation.com/images/pdfs/tj/j21_3/j21_3_69-76.pdf
The First Four Days
http://www.genesishistory.org/content/tf4d-book-promo-2012-02-23.pdf
http://www.hebrewcosmology.com/

D. Russell Humphreys , a physicist, has made scientific predictions as to the early universe being composed of 
“waters” and what that means for the magnetic fields of planets in a supernaturally created universe.
http://creation.com/d-russell-humphreys-cv http://www.icr.org/article/new-creationist-cosmology-no-time-at/
http://creation.com/search?q=creation+cosmology
http://creation.com/new-creation-cosmology
http://creation.com/a-new-cosmology-solution-to-the-starlight-travel-time-problem
http://creation.com/a-review-of-dr-russ-humphreys-a-young-earth-relativistic-cosmology
http://creation.com/galactocentric-cosmology
http://creation.com/the-mind-of-god-and-the-big-bang

White hole cosmology - creation.com
https://creation.com/white-hole-cosmology

Pillars of the Earth-Does the Bible teach a mythological cosmology ...
https://creation.com/pillars-of-the-earth-does-the-bible-teach-a-mythological- cosmology

Time Dilation -Dr Russell Humphreys
http://creation.com/our-galaxy-is-the-centre-of-the-universe-quantized-redshifts-show
http://creation.com/new-time-dilation-helps-creation-cosmology
http://austore.creation.com/catalog/pdf/10-2-170.pdf
Interview with Dr Russell Humphreys for Genesis Week with host Ian Juby aka Wazooloo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23B2EhswRgw
Dr. Russell Humphreys Discusses Starlight and Time https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ST22zP4kthE
Dismantling the Big Bang: God’s Universe Rediscovered,4 (DBB) Australian authors Alex Williams and Dr John 
Hartnett http://creation.com/light-travel-time-a-problem-for-the-big-bang

Electric universe and Settefield’s plasma theory
http://www.icr.org/article/plasma-universe/
http://plasmauniverse.info/plasma.universe.intro.html
http://www.infoplease.com/cig/theories-universe/plasma-cosmology.html 
Introduction to the Plasma Model
Was this how God did it? Gravity-based models of the cosmos pose serious problems requiring the invention 
of dark matter, dark energy, dark forces. But if we take what we are seeing in space seriously, and simply 
examine the data, gravity is not the controlling force. What is the Zero Point Energy?
http://www.setterfield.org/index.html                http://www.setterfield.org/GSRsetterfieldsimplified.html
The Electric Universe http://www.electricuniverse.info/Introduction

Astronomer Jason Lisle ICR
Dr Jason Lisle - Astronomy Reveals 6,000 Year Old Earth 
- Creation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEejUyEyhhg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80F4dnoV9e0

The Speed of Light - Jason Lisle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vUel1AIM8w

The Big Bang: Stardust & Distant Starlight - Danny Faulkner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_upAa5Mw7CY

Biblical Cosmology
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfgqV_6XxAE

Watch

Plasma Universe Theory
or Electric Universe             search on youtube

Standard Cosmology vs the Electric/plasma universe for Layman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D09Fan_Grqs


